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Abstract
Existing research involving Asian American women in STEM explores the intersections
of race/ethnicity, gender, and culture in regards to developing identity as a scientist. Many
such studies focus on model minority stereotypes, racialized sexism, and familial expecta-
tions. This thesis will draw from prior research to investigate another axis of identity —
field of study. Specifically, it will examine how Asian American women may be influenced by
patterns of bias specific to the field of computer science. Investigating how Asian American
women perceive and navigate intersections embodied by identity allows us to critically ex-
amine and improve the current climate of computer science. An analysis chapter on race and
gender data in computing and STEM will address questions about representation and ad-
vancement of Asian American women in computing professions. Finally, this paper proposes
culturally relevant pedagogy as an educational framework that could enhance the quality,
diversity, and inclusivity of computer science education beyond the classroom.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Asian American women inhabit a uniquely conflicting, paradoxical space in the field of
computer science (CS). Clashing expectations to conform along axes of race, gender, and
culture [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] create multidimensional pressures that can affect growth and sense
of belonging for Asian American women. Their layered intersectionality as both members of
the model minority and as women of color in STEM introduces a double bind [7, 8] of being
“simultaneously overrepresented as Asian Americans and underrepresented as women” [1,
p.34].
Assumptions regarding intellectual inclinations and legitimacy hinging solely on race and
gender can conceive uncertainty and inconsistency in one’s identity as a computer scientist.
The Model Minority Myth confines Asian Americans to a high-performing, STEM-savvy
identity [2], a generalization that overlooks individual and community barriers, efforts, and
aspirations. Additionally, the notably defensive climate of CS education generates harmful
behaviors [9, 10] that form an unfavorable social hierarchy for Asian American women.
In this thesis, I will explore how Asian American women in computer science can more
successfully navigate stereotypical ideologies, challenge commonplace archetypes of success,
address cultural expectations, and catalyze a transformation towards inclusivity and diver-
sity in CS. As a second generation Taiwanese American immigrant, I am greatly motivated
as both an educator in introductory CS and researcher in computing education to learn
more about how the intersections of race, gender, and culture affect identity development
for Asian American women in CS. The literature review will be organized as follows:
• Chapter 2. This initial chapter is a closer inspection of the Model Minority Myth,
conflicting expectations of modern Asian American women, and how race and gender
impact their experiences in CS. This includes the challenges that women in STEM
face, such as expectations of femininity and higher hurdles to prove legitimacy as
scientists [1, 4]. I focus on the historical and cultural roots of these barriers [1, 3, 11],
how they manifest in science spaces, and how they hinder Asian American women’s
sense of belonging.
• Chapter 3. Extant literature examines defensive climates in CS and the effect of Asian
family values on Asian American students separately [5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13]. I propose
that there is a reciprocal relationship between these two topics. First, this chapter will
introduce hostile environments for women in STEM to lead into defensive climates in
CS. These sections will tie in with a deeper dive into Asian family values and how they
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affect Asian American students’ academic performance, career decisions, and mental
health [5, 6, 12]. Lastly, I identify ways Asian American women can confront these
intertwined challenges and gain confidence as computer scientists.
• Chapter 4. Chapter 4 is an analysis of race and gender in computing based on data
about computing degrees achieved in the United States [14, 15], Asian American women
and advancement in STEM [16], and U.S. Census and labor statistics [17, 18, 19].
The analysis will use this data to address questions about racial/ethnic and gender
representation of students who earn undergraduate computing degrees compared to
representation of Asian American women in advanced STEM positions.
• Chapter 5. This chapter will investigate how aspects of culturally relevant pedagogy
(CRP) can serve as a theoretical model for CS educators and mentors to craft more
inclusive classroom environments and support systems. Additionally, I propose that
the cultural and racial competencies within CRP frameworks can be useful beyond
the classroom as educational tools for mental health professionals. Through learning
about and understanding the lived experiences of Asian American women, mental
health services may provide more effective counseling. Lastly, I will suggest ways
Asian American women can navigate and transform the field of CS, both at home and
in the classroom, and how they can become role models for other Asian American
women in computing.
• Chapter 6. The final chapter will conclude this thesis with a summary of actionable
recommendations for leaders and educators in CS to initiate alongside Asian Amer-
ican women. In doing so, CS can undergo a profound transformation into a field of
innovation that welcomes and values all of its computer scientists.
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Chapter 2: The Very Model of a Modern Major Minority
2.1 IMMURED ATOP A PEDESTAL: THE MODEL MINORITY MYTH
2.1.1 Model minority stereotypes impact sense of belonging
Asian Americans have been singled out as the model minority as early as 1966 [11] for their
reported “work ethic, devotion to education, and the cultural value they place on sacrificing
personal pleasure for the pursuit of excellence” [2, p.253]. This set of stereotypes, also
known as the Model Minority Myth, attributes race as the determining factor for Asian
Americans’ performance in academics, especially within STEM [2].
The 2018 United States Census reports that Asian Americans comprise 5.4% of the na-
tion’s population [20], but Asians in the United States earn STEM degrees at rates that dis-
proportionately exceed their demographic percentage. Earlier, in 2010, Asians represented
19% of all workers in STEM-related occupations in the United States, more than triple their
working-age population percentage of approximately 5% at the time [2]. Notably, these
statistics neglect to differentiate between ethnic subgroups, leading to homogenization of
Asian Americans as a monolith of success. Combined with their high reported levels of
education and household income, Asian Americans are lauded as model citizens who are
“naturally highly gifted in STEM fields and extremely, if not excessively, hardworking” [2,
p.254].
Yet despite their “model” status, Asian Americans experience social rejection for their
participation in STEM fields [2, 21, 22, 23]. In a study of Asian STEM university students
and their racialized experiences, McGee et al. cite headlines such as “Asian-Americans
Dominating Tech?” and other similar captions as evidence of displeasure and workplace
bias against Asian workers [2, 21]. They also mention an article titled “Explaining Asian
Americans’ Academic Advantage Over Whites” [24], a paper written by authors of Asian
descent. This work seeks to explain why Asian Americans may achieve higher grades and
standardized test scores and proposes academic effort, socioeconomic status, immigration
status, and cultural beliefs as key factors [2, 24]. This paper’s title is interesting because
the authors are seeking an explanation for why Asian Americans tend to outperform their
White counterparts in academia and STEM, which possibly conveys an internalized pressure
to conform to the Model Minority Myth — in other words, the paper is a response to the
dominant culture’s underlying contempt of Asian Americans’ intellectual otherness. The
duality presented by simultaneously raising Asians onto a pedestal of STEM superiority
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while implying discomfort with their success forges an unstable space of not belonging.
Asian Americans are idolized as the model minority and pressured to conform accordingly,
yet they are also rejected for their accomplishments. Paradoxically, Asian Americans who
align with the positive traits in the Model Minority Myth are negatively perceived as a
threat by the dominant, White culture, resulting in self-disparaging behaviors and emotional
conflict. McGee et al. suggest that Asian Americans strategically disguise or minimize their
successes to avoid unfavorable responses [22], which can ameliorate discordant feelings of
exclusion but may “damage their self-concept” [2, p.255] in the process. Essentially, the
racial bias that places Asian Americans on a performance pedestal while shunning them for
their success is undermining their efforts to achieve belonging.
2.1.2 Racial triangulation ostracizes Asians and reproaches other minorities
The framework which imposes model minority stereotypes also dismantles Asian Amer-
ican’s sense of belonging as American citizens. Dubbed as both “forever foreigners” and
“honorary Whites,” Asian Americans are simultaneously marginalized as non-Whites and
glorified as the superior minority [25]. Extant literature also posits that Asian Americans
are often overlooked in a racial hierarchy typically framed as a Black-versus-White schema,
alluding to C. J. Kim’s concept of racial triangulation [26]. Racial triangulation character-
izes Asian Americans as “the third point of a triangle with Whites and Blacks in terms of
perceived superiority but outside both groups in terms of perceived foreignness” [2, p.256].
Xu and Lee measure racial triangulation in terms of racial valorization and civic acceptance,
where Asian Americans are seen as superior to Blacks on grounds of work ethic and com-
mitment, but more ostracized as foreigners [27]. The persisting image of foreignness within
a predominantly Black-White racial hierarchy diminishes Asian Americans’ struggle against
discrimination [2], silencing signs of inequity with the model minority label.
Understanding the Model Minority Myth in the context of racial triangulation is also key
to recognizing how the model minority image is deliberately utilized to stigmatize other racial
minorities as lower achievers, praise Asian Americans for their proximity to Whiteness, and
maintain White dominance [27, 28]. In essence, Asian American behavior is lauded to berate
purportedly “underachieving” deviant minorities (namely Black and Latinx Americans) [28],
yet also emphasizing their inability to “join White Society and be truly ‘American’” [2,
p.256]. This framework dangerously encourages stereotyping based on race and can be
detrimental to Asian Americans because it implies homogeneity of socioeconomic class and
academic achievement.
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2.1.3 Asian Americans are improperly considered a monolith
The Model Minority Myth’s treatment of Asian Americans as a monolithic group without
diversity of geographical origin, culture, and individual skill forges the noxious assumption
that “success is biological and that all Asians are equally successful” [2, p.255]. Despite
the Asian American category consisting of approximately 50 different ethnic groups [29],
the prevailing model minority image incorrectly assumes that all Asian Americans share
academic achievement levels and attitudes toward education, regardless of whether they
have ethnic origins in East Asia, Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent [30, 31].
Erasing the complexities behind individual Asian American experiences “[obscures] the
hidden realities of the many Asian people who are not upwardly mobile or who appear
successful but are experiencing significant trauma based on race” [2, p.254]. For exam-
ple, Castro and Collins suggest that subgroups such as Southeast Asians, who experience
additional barriers to education and employment, are disadvantaged by the Model Minor-
ity Myth’s sweeping generalizations [1]. Broad assumptions of Asian Americans as equally
advantaged ignores the varied needs of individual subgroups and may influence decision
making amongst educators and policymakers [29]. The next section will examine how these
assumptions may foment biased perceptions of less successful groups even within the Asian
American community.
2.1.4 The Model Minority Myth spurs internalized racialism
Internalized racialism is the process of a specific group internalizing and endorsing stereo-
types of their own group held by others [23]. The Model Minority Myth can encourage
internalized racialism by “influencing how people form conceptions about themselves and
the racial group they belong to” [23, p.103], which may incite both coethnic discord and
interracial biases. McGee et al. suggest that internalized racialism contributes to behaviors
that invalidate oneself while valuing the dominant, White culture [2]. Acceptance of ethnic
biases and model minority stereotypes pits Asian Americans against both other minorities
as well as their own subgroups; this discord consequently reinforces racial triangulation and
the dominant, White culture.
Researchers have pointed out the concept of a voluntary-involuntary minority frame-
work [31, 32] as one explanation for internalized racialism. In a study by Stacey J. Lee,
voluntary minorities (Asian Americans) are described as immigrants who willingly moved
to the United States for more desirable career opportunities, whereas involuntary minorities
(e.g. Black and Latinx Americans), were incorporated via slavery and/or conquest [31, 32].
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The “voluntary” aspect of this dichotomy sets up Asians Americans as willingly hardwork-
ing and extraordinarily devoted to academic and career achievement, reinforcing the core
stereotypes of the Model Minority Myth.
Moreover, the voluntary-involuntary immigrant framework reflects the perception of Asian
Americans as a monolith [31] and can veil individual opinions on immigrant motivations. As
such, internalized racialism homogenizing the Asian immigrant experience might be a source
of both intra- and interracial biases. For example, Asian Americans who internalize model
minority stereotypes may begin to categorize those who are “less model” as inferior. This
bias may include both other minorities and other Asian subgroups, and is possibly fomented
by Asian immigrants’ interpretation of hardships. According to Lee, voluntary immigrants
such as Asian Americans may interpret cultural differences, language barriers, and schooling
as hardships to overcome in order to achieve socioeconomic mobility [31]. This interpretation
insinuates that those who fail to accomplish the same tasks might be regarded as socially
lesser. The most apparent outcome is racist sentiment among Asian Americans toward
other minorities. It follows that internalized racialism toward fellow Asians who do not
align with model minority expectations might arise, emphasizing the dangers of generalizing
an extremely diverse group into one category.
2.2 CONFLICTING EXPECTATIONS OF MODERN ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN
A friend of mine, whom we shall call Ruby, allowed me to share a relevant
anecdote of her experience as an Asian American woman in STEM. Ruby is a
Chinese American college student who faces a unique dilemma. She is taking a
gap year after her undergraduate education to prepare for the rigorous medical
school application process. However, her parents are rather distressed by the
delay between schooling, especially once they learn that Ruby has only received
three interview invitations out of the 25 schools she applied to. Though this
situation isn’t uncommon, Ruby’s parents have begun to second-guess medicine
as a favorable career path. Upon realizing that “competitive” hardly begins to
describe the applicant pool, their enthusiastic support has morphed into doubt.
Ruby’s mother worries about Ruby’s ability to start a family because she believes
that the long and arduous schooling process will leave little time for finding a
partner. This has left Ruby frustrated and infuriated by her parents’ apparent
change of heart. Is she supposed to make them proud by becoming a doctor, or
is she supposed to be a homemaker and provide grandchildren? Ruby believes
that it is possible to be both a doctor and a family woman. Most of all, she has
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committed too much time and effort into her career aspirations to resign now.
Ruby’s dilemma illustrates how expectations for Asian American women in STEM and
family pressures can collide within Asian families. The following sections will explore gen-
der bias in STEM fields, cultural expectations and stereotypes of Asian women, and the
Eurocentric history of science as factors that may contribute to Asian American women’s
discordant sense of belonging in STEM.
2.2.1 Hidden barriers for women in STEM
To begin contextualizing how gender and race shape educational environments for Asian
American women, we must first scrutinize examples of gender bias against women in science.
Below, I summarize four patterns documented by Williams, Phillips, and Hall that distinctly
and frequently impede women’s progress in STEM careers [4]:
1. Proof of competence. Women are perceived as being less “fit” for STEM fields, so
they must repeatedly provide evidence of competence to stay on equal footing with
their male counterparts.
2. Expectations of femininity. Women receive backlash for adopting behaviors that
are stereotypically masculine, such as assertiveness or self-promotion.
3. Motherhood as a flaw. Women encounter a “maternal wall” that unfairly deems
them less competent and committed after childbirth.
4. Conflict among women. Commonly called “queen bee” syndrome, women may
enact gender bias on other women, which elicits emotional distance and conflict in the
workplace.
These patterns in science workplaces tacitly imply that women are unwelcome. During
interviews with Williams et al., women recount instances where their accomplishments were
dismissed as luck, their mistakes were magnified, and their ideas overlooked unless restated
by a man [4]. Each of these challenges depicts women struggling to conform to standards
set by a male-dominated field, diminishing their value as women scientists.
2.2.2 The “double bind”
The complex layering of the Model Minority Myth and gender bias against Asian American
women in STEM paints a confounding picture. On one hand, model minority stereotypes
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dictate that Asians are skilled in math and sciences [2]; on the other, women are perceived as
low performers in STEM [4]. The term double bind was coined by Malcom, Hall, and Brown
in 1976 to refer to the simultaneous challenges posed by racism and sexism in STEM fields [7,
8]. Though the double bind typically refers more to Black, Latina, and Native American
women, statistics on the lagging advancement of Asian American women in STEM [16]
suggest that model minority stereotypes and gender bias enforce a double bind tighter than
meets the eye.
Unlike other minorities, Asian Americans are not underrepresented in STEM and gener-
ally considered on-par with Whites in terms of skill competency [4]. The “easy visibility of
Asian faces in STEM fields” [1, p.34] deceptively suggests that Asian American women are
well-represented in professional STEM roles, when in fact, few advance into full academic
faculty or management roles in industry [16]. Wu and Jing report that 80% of Asian female
scientists and engineers occupy non-faculty positions (i.e. postdocs, lab assistants, etc.), and
95% and 70% in industry and government, respectively, obtain non-managerial roles, lagging
significantly behind men, white women, and other women of color [16]. This disparity rein-
forces how generalizing Asian Americans with model minority stereotypes creates a flawed
image of success and overlooks unique obstacles such as the double bind for Asian American
women.
Maneuvering around the double bind may involve behaviors that suppress or emphasize
specific aspects of identity. For example, an Asian American woman who participated in
the study by Williams et al. countered gender bias in the workplace by emphasizing her
Asianness over her womanhood [4]. Specifically, she stressed the stereotype that Asians
are proficient in STEM to overshadow gender stereotypes of women as less competent in
science. However, Williams et al. also found that Asian American women’s experiences
were more significantly influenced by negative stereotypes of women rather than model
minority stereotypes, and that 63.6% of Asian American women indicate that they struggle to
establish competency in science settings [4]. This led to questioning “whether the stereotype
of Asians as technically competent benefits Asian American men more than Asian American
women” [4, p.5]. Despite one of their participants using model minority stereotypes as
leverage for legitimacy, it appears that the Model Minority Myth cannot outweigh gender
stereotypes and instead tightens the double bind.
2.2.3 Racialized sexism
The double bind involves barriers arising from the intersection of race and gender, and
for Asian American women, that intersection has a nuanced history. Neesha Patel describes
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“the fusion of racial dynamics with gendered oppression” [3, p.116] as racialized sexism.
Racialized sexism involves the perception of Asian American women as more submissive,
passive, and obedient [1, 3, 4] — a stereotype that surfaces within the double bind in STEM
settings.
This image of subservience and foreignness originates from historical objectification of
Asian women and anti-Asian immigration laws dating as far back as the early 1800s [3]
and permeates the modern STEM workplace. Selective immigration laws that only allowed
entry to Asian women for the purpose of indentured servitude and the racist portrayal of
Asian women as prostitutes engendered the perception of Asians and their culture as less
civilized [3]. Western feminists in the late 1800s even characterized Asian women as victims
of their own “inherently sexist and backward cultures” [3, p.118]. However, the converse
implication that Western culture is superior for its gender equality is hypocritical given the
significant gender gap for White women and overall biases observed in STEM [4, 14]. In
short, stereotypes of Asian American women in which they are “exotified, objectified, and
marginalized” [2, p.256] by the White, male gaze has roots in U.S. history, and they form
a double bind that tightly constricts modern day Asian American women in science.
When Asian American women scientists deviate from this mold, they experience negative
pushback. According to Williams et al., a remarkable 61.4% of Asian American women in
their study disclosed backlash from male coworkers for assertiveness, and 48.4% for self-
promoting behaviors [4]. Comparatively, fewer Black women (30.4%) reported backlash for
self-promotion, with White and Latina women falling in between [4]. Traditional gender roles
and expectations also shape racialized sexism of Asian American women. In both Europe and
Asia, feminine qualities such as delicacy and helplessness were historically considered status
symbols [11] and persist into contemporary settings in the form of expectations of femininity.
In the same study by Williams et al., 40.9% of Asian American women felt pressured to
perform “traditionally feminine roles such as office mother or dutiful daughter” [4, p.6]
compared to 8.0% of Black women. Again, statistics for White and Latina women were
reported as between the two. The discrepancy in these numbers illustrates the impact of
racialized sexism on how Asian American women are perceived in STEM.
2.2.4 Cultural expectations of Asian women
So far, the double bind has been described as a binary obstacle due to race and gender,
but it would not be far-fetched to include cultural expectations as a third component. Asian
communities may exert unseen forces on the behavior of Asian American women with re-
gards to conformity. Castro and Collins notably remark how “conflicting cultural values and
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traditions around gender roles within the Asian community [inhibit] the educational aspi-
rations of girls” [1, p.39], a finding from Stacey J. Lee’s study on Asian American student
experiences [29]. Lee also observes that some Asian immigrant communities uphold rigid
gender roles and norms that affect educational persistence, such as the practice of early mar-
riage. The emphasis on maintaining family identity through household obligations appears
to have a negative impact on pursuit of education since it detracts from the amount of time
and energy that can be devoted to academics [29].
These expectations for girls in Asian immigrant communities are further contextualized
by Pauline W.U. Chinn’s deeper dive into patriarchal structures in Asian culture. Chinn
acknowledges the powerful influence of Confucian ideology in eastern Asia, in which power
is delegated to the family patriarch and women are devalued as biologically inferior [11].
Confucian teachings assert that “the value of a girl was in marriage to a powerful man” [11,
p.304], reflecting the sentiment that women belong in the home and not in higher education.
Lasting traditional notions of gender roles in Asian immigrant families are just one aspect of
ethnic culture that might impede advancement of Asian American women in science. Even
within the earlier anecdote about Ruby, we see a convoluted entanglement of antiquated
and modern Asian family expectations. Later, Chapter 3 will delve into how Asian family
values interact with and potentially aggravate existing microaggressions and stereotypes in
an academic environment.
2.3 RACE, GENDER, AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Lack of minority representation in computer science (CS) has prompted research on in-
creasing racial diversity and women’s participation. Pournaghshband and Medel suggest
that women of color demonstrate lower interest and engagement in computing fields because
“being a member of a marginalized gender group has a multiplying negative effect” [33,
p.219], alluding to the compounded impacts of the double bind. They coin the term falla-
cious archetype to refer to the stereotype of young, White males from middle-upper socioe-
conomic classes as the image of a successful CS student [33]. The fallacious archetype is
plainly at odds with Asian American women at the intersections of both race and gender,
and poses a threat towards a sense of belonging. Previous research postulates that lower
self-confidence in one’s computing abilities occurs when minorities feel they do not fit into
a social archetype [33, 34]. To move towards a more inclusive, welcoming CS environment,
we must investigate the origins of the fallacious archetype and how it interacts with Asian
American women’s perception of self.
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2.3.1 The Eurocentric history of science
Throughout this chapter, I describe hierarchies in STEM that exclude or lessen the value
of Asian American women as scientists. These hierarchies represent social paradigms that
should shift to establish more diverse, inclusive understandings of culture, identity, and
intersectionality in STEM fields, particularly in CS. For this to occur, modern science must
first be traced to its social, cultural, and political roots. Some researchers reference the
European Scientific Revolution as not only a prominent foundation for modern science but
also an influential approach that “informs the construction of (1) race and gender within
science, (2) what is legitimate knowledge and inquiry, and (3) who gets to do science” [1,
p.35]. Castro and Collins emphasize that this epistemology, proliferated via colonialism and
imperialism, upholds heavily White, male, and Eurocentric paradigms [1, 35] that play an
intimate role in the perception of modern Asian American women in STEM.
From this lens, the fallacious archetype of success within the CS field can be considered an
extension of existing paradigms embedded in modern science. Western portrayal of science
as an “elite male domain” [1, p.37] perpetuates a role hierarchy where women, especially
women of color, possess fewer characteristics of a successful scientist. Acknowledging the
origins of White, male dominance in CS is key to understanding how the environment poses
a threat to identity and belonging for Asian American women.
To cope with this socially implied illegitimacy and exclusion, Asian American women
may lean into one aspect of their identity over another. The earlier example of a study
participant who chose to strategically prioritize ethnicity over gender [4] demonstrates how
Asian American women might try to build distance from gender biases and racialized sexism
within White, male-dominated spaces such as CS. However, it is incredibly unfortunate
that Asian American women find it necessary to discard parts of their identity in order to
feel like they belong. Consequently, critically examining the relationship between existing
archetypes and self-perception is crucial for Asian American women to explore their identities
as scientists and navigate unfavorable environments.
2.3.2 Asian American women versus the “model” CS student
Asian American women and other women of color stand diametrically opposed to the
fallacious archetype, which asserts that young, White males of middle to upper socioeconomic
class are “model” CS students [33]. To fit this mold, Asian American women might alter
or abandon specific facets of identity. Previous sections noted stereotypical expectations
for Asian American women such as passivity, submissiveness, femininity, and obedience [1,
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3, 4]; however, adapting to the masculine domain of computing might involve engaging in
more assertive, typically “male” behaviors [4]. Doing so may garner negative pushback
because stereotypes of Asian American women clash with the archetype they are trying to
match. Williams et al. appropriately picture this teetering alignment as “walking a tightrope
between being seen as too feminine to be competent — or too masculine to be likable” [4,
p.3].
Aligning with parts of existing paradigms might promise an image of competency and
legitimacy in CS, but Asian American women’s pursuit of belonging is impeded by the double
bind and racialized sexism. Neither their race nor gender fit the fallacious archetype, and
in conjunction with a classroom culture that invites competitiveness and questions women’s
intellectual worth [9, 33], Asian American women in CS may find themselves in a space that
is ostracizing and cold.
2.3.3 Socioeconomic stereotypes obscure structural discrimination of Asians
Additionally, stereotypes about economic and professional achievements may obscure bi-
ases against Asian Americans [2]. Socioeconomic status is another significant component of
the fallacious archetype that complicates the relationship between Asian American women
and the archetype because of its deceptive implications of success. Specifically, it interacts
with the model minority stereotype that suggests all Asian Americans are economically suc-
cessful [29]. The Model Minority Myth characterizes Asian Americans as monolithically
exceptional academics, implying that significant economic achievement should naturally fol-
low [2, 11, 29]. Following this logic, Asian Americans appear more aligned with the socioeco-
nomic element of the fallacious archetype. However, assuming that all Asians have relatively
high household incomes [2] also obscures variations in educational attainment across Asian
American ethnic groups. Lee reports that Asian Americans are simultaneously more likely
than Whites to achieve yearly income levels over $75,000 and under $25,000 [29].
In addition, collapsing numerous ethnic groups into a single category poses a threat to
groups that suffer from oppressive political and economic histories [11]. Groups such as
Filipinos, Native Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders “are still represented on measures of aca-
demic and economic success” [11] in which their level of achievement is compared to the
success of middle class Whites [29]. These comparisons are congruent with Stacey J. Lee’s
discussion of how Whiteness is conflated with middle class status, a process referred to as
“ideological Whitening” [29, p.20]. Ideological Whitening reinforces the notion that Asian
Americans should conform to existing archetypes of White success. In a CS context, it re-
emphasizes the concept of a wealthy, White male as the ideal computer scientist. This image
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contributes largely to the overwhelmingly masculine domain of CS [33], continues to encour-
age conformity to a biased, exclusive, and deluding archetype, and hinders the performance
and advancement of Asian American women in computing.
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Chapter 3: Asian American Women in Computer Science
3.1 HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS FOR ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN IN STEM
3.1.1 Microaggressions, performative adaptation, and negative role models
Science environments have been described as “chilly” or hostile for women, especially
women of color [1]. Embedded patterns of bias such as those from Section 2.2.1 send the
message that women are less welcome in science spaces and impact self-confidence. These
patterns can range from “microaggressions to outright harassment, either personally experi-
enced or observed in campus spaces” [1, p.45] and may confine Asian American women to
roles that male-dominated STEM hierarchies have deemed “acceptable.”
Embedded and normalized microaggressions can appear in subtle and seemingly harmless
ways. Microaggressions are a form of prejudice that are often communicated indirectly and
can range from deliberate actions to unintentionally veiled remarks [1, 36]. One salient
example is observed in an interview by Castro and Collins with a 4th year Asian American
PhD student. The interviewee describes how her academic advisor introduced her by her
hobbies, such as event organizing and baking, rather than by her scientific contributions
like he had done for her male counterparts [1]. The erasure of this student’s scholarly
accomplishments is downplayed by the positive nature of both introductions. Upon closer
inspection, the comment devalues her legitimacy as a fellow PhD student within the group
by foregoing relevant achievements in favor of mentioning extracurricular hobbies. Moreover,
the introduction subtly insinuates that unlike men, women of color do not quite fit into the
“prototypical image of a science person (i.e., White and male) or the epistemology linked to
that image” [1, p.36] and have inherently less value as researchers.
Asian American women might resort to what I will refer to as performative adaptation —
modifying personality and communication style to prove competence and belonging. Sec-
tion 2.2.1 touched on patterns of behavior used by women to overcome hidden barriers to
legitimacy [4]. However, adopting stereotypically masculine behaviors such as assertiveness
and self-promotion often results in a frigid response from male coworkers [1, 4]. These un-
spoken expectations of femininity are exacerbated by stereotypes of Asian American women
as passive, obedient worker bees [1, 3, 4]. The more Asian American women attempt to
substantiate their competence through performative adaptation, the closer the glass ceiling
effect looms.
Even though adjusting personality may help prove legitimacy, some Asian American
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women do not find it desirable to do so and consider these performative adaptation patterns
discouraging [1]. For example, other interviewees from Castro and Collins’ study expressed
uncertainty about “hardening” their personalities [1], indicating apprehension toward mod-
ifying behavior for the sake of proving legitimacy. Likewise, they also mention negative
female role models — women in faculty who brandish a tough exterior to assert legitimacy
— as deterrents for pursuing academia as a career [1]. This echoes the persisting message
that women do not belong in science fields because they must change themselves to fit in,
and even when they do so, the response is negative.
3.1.2 Hostile environments contribute to the “chill”
Normalization of harassment and microaggressions builds a hostile environment, especially
when inappropriate jokes and sexual comments are largely brushed off as innocuous or
unintentional in science settings [1]. Williams et al. report that over 34.5% of their survey
respondents, all women in STEM, had experienced sexual harassment in science settings [4].
Some women deflect unpleasant jokes or physically avoid the situation altogether [1]. These
tendencies suggest a reluctance to directly call out harmful behaviors for fear of disrupting
peaceful relationships with male coworkers.
Helpful comments and suggestions, often from men in positions of power, may turn out to
be particularly insidious. Microaggressions perpetuated by older men in higher positions may
prove especially perilous because the historically patriarchal roots of scientific culture [11]
grant them more power to cement stereotypes as truths. Interview respondents from various
studies mentioned how their male mentors warned that despite the promising careers ahead
of them, working in a White, male-dominated area would require them to “‘saddle up’”
[4, p.9] and be “‘louder and more insistent’” [1, p.45]. Both of these statements reference
assertive behaviors as means of proving legitimacy, but self-promotion is framed as unneces-
sary, aggressive behavior in women [1, 4] that also contradicts stereotypes of Asian American
women. Though these comments from male mentors may have well-meaning intentions, they
mount an invisible barrier between Asian American women and potential STEM careers.
Moreover, some Asian American women express difficulty in validating their realities,
often doubting whether or not they had actually experienced microaggressions in the work-
place [1]. According to Castro and Collins, reasons for these doubts include the subtlety of
most microaggressions and the lack of discourse calling out biased behaviors. Normalization
of such largely invisible prejudices can lead to internalization of the unfavorable beliefs en-
gendered by these behaviors [1], fortifying the message that Asian American women do not
belong in science spaces.
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Occasionally, hesitation to believe that microaggressions occur may stem from cultural
juxtapositions. Some Asian women who compared gender bias in the U.S. to that of their
home country considered the former pale in comparison [4]. These women seem to con-
sider themselves “outsiders” who are less afflicted by the marginalization of Asian American
women in STEM because they are accustomed to more extreme biases. This is a harm-
ful perspective that minimizes the gravity of the issue and drives a wedge amongst Asian
women in academia by differentiating between Asian women who are international students
and Asian American women. Severity of gender bias in one’s home country does not change
the fact that a predominantly White, male hierarchy exists as a barrier for Asian American
women in science. Acknowledging the barriers in hostile environments is key to dismantling
and reconstructing the adverse social structures within STEM.
3.1.3 Normalizing microaggressions leads to self-doubt and “self-hating”
Asian American women who buy into racialized and gendered stereotypes as a result of
normalizing microaggressions may develop unease about their science identities and even
become “self-hating” Asians who dislike associating with other Asian Americans [1]. This
tendency suggests that self-hating Asians try to distance themselves from other Asian Amer-
ican women to dissociate from the stereotypes attached to their gender and race, such as the
belief that Asian American women are less competent than their White, male colleagues.
Despite the efforts to achieve feelings of belonging and adequacy, Asian American women
who internalize negative stereotypes of themselves may end up doing the opposite.
Alienating parts of one’s own identity is neither simple nor completely advantageous to
Asian American women. In fact, a student from Castro and Collins’ study was “accused
of trying to be White” [1, p.53] when, upon being mistaken for an international student,
she clarified her identity as an Asian American. To her shock and dismay, her classmates
seemed to regard her Asianness “as antithetical to Americanness” [1, p.53]. Others had their
accomplishments discounted as byproducts of model minority stereotypes [1], highlighting
how racial bias can dominate perception of Asian American women and disregard their
legitimacy in favor of a generalized identity.
Asian American men who internalize stereotypes of coethnic women can also contribute
to a hostile STEM environment. In her paper, Pauline Chinn recounts a perplexing personal
experience in which a Japanese American colleague outright told her that he would never
consider her a romantic partner, let alone any woman in science [11]. One of Castro and
Collins’ interviewees also recalled her male Asian American lab manager refusing to date
other Asians [1]. A possible explanation for this behavior is that these Asian American men
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hold expectations of femininity for Asian American women that their science colleagues do
not fulfill. These accounts suggest that when Asian American men internalize stereotypes
about gender and race, they might exhibit prejudices that devalue coethnic women and make
them feel unwelcome in STEM spaces.
3.1.4 Asian American women are less valued as scientists
When a stereotype imposes a homogenized identity upon Asian American women, it ham-
pers their growth and deprecates their perceived legitimacy as scientists [1]. Lower perceived
legitimacy manifests in a number of ways, but most notably, several Asian American women
recall instances of men treating them as romantic interests rather than scientific equals [1, 11].
In an interview by Castro and Collins, one Asian American woman expresses frustration at
how stereotypes simplify her identity and reduce her to an object of desire instead of a
fellow scientist. The interviewee also mentions that she was verbal snubbed for calling out
inappropriate behavior and rejecting romantic advances [1].
These anecdotes suggest that some male colleagues actively rebuff Asian American women
who don’t fit into stereotypical molds and tend to assume they are romantically available.
Microaggressions that implicitly tie romantic worth to one’s value [1, 11] paint an unpleasant
image of objectification when examined in conjunction with Asian American women’s history
of racialized sexism [1, 3, 4]. Neesha Patel cites the history of bride trafficking as a prime
example of a racist industry that portrayed Asian women as sexually available, subservient,
and exotic [3]. This depiction of Asian women as objects of male desire is arguably existent
in contemporary workplaces. Given the historical underpinnings of racialized sexism, it is
not surprising that Asian American women might feel repulsed by such stereotypes and
experience frustration with legitimacy in science.
3.2 DEFENSIVE CLIMATES IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Asian American women in CS may also struggle with feelings of belonging and competency
due to defensive climates. Defensive climates in CS are “characterized by competitiveness
rather than cooperation, judgments about others, superiority, and neutrality rather than
empathy” [9, p.46]. Barker, Garvin-Doxas, and Jackson identify two categories of commu-
nication patterns that result in competitive, defensive behaviors [9]:
1. “Impersonal Environment and Guarded Behavior.” The siloed nature of coding
leads to impersonal, anonymous, and socially distant behavior.
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2. “Informal Student Hierarchy.” Formal and informal designation of who does or
does not belong in the major can arise from both student and instructor conduct.
These competitive and hierarchical communication patterns prevalent in CS classrooms
cause uncertainty in regards to feelings of legitimacy and belonging. This chapter will
examine Asian American women and their relationship with behaviors and social hierarchies
found in CS classrooms.
3.2.1 Behaviors in CS classrooms encourage an impersonal environment
Indifference and lack of self-disclosure by faculty in CS courses prompts distance and
anonymity amongst students and faculty [9]. Barker et al. claim that acts of self-disclosure,
such as casual small talk and sharing, serve to “cement interpersonal relationships...and
[deepen] mutual trust” [9, p.45]. However, they observed minimal chit chat and physically
isolated seating choices in CS classrooms, which suggests that interactions in CS can be
relatively shallow and do not deepen trust or interpersonal relationships.
Instructors may inadvertently amplify distant feelings in the classroom and discourage
students from building rapport. For example, Barker et al. describe how the instructors in
their study seldom call their students by name; instead, they occasionally opt to use physical
characteristics such as clothing or hair color, leading to the “depersonalization of students
through a failure to use their names” [9, p.46]. Though these impersonal tendencies might
be a result of sheer class size, they can also create the impression that instructors lack
personal interest and empathy towards their students.
As a result, guarded behavior may emerge. Guarded behavior consists of unresponsiveness
during class, minimal conversation, and lack of questions for the instructor [9]. Stereotypes
about computer scientists, such as being asocial, competitive, and singularly focused [37],
may also trigger a guarded social environment. Students might conjure the image of a “hard-
core” CS student — a depiction of competency that requires extreme devotion to coding [38].
To be “hardcore,” competitiveness and creative isolation are necessary components to suc-
ceed in CS, while collaboration and relationship building amongst students is dissuaded.
3.2.2 Behaviors that establish social hierarchy in CS classrooms
Strutting is a prominent example of a behavior that establishes the unspoken social hier-
archy in CS classrooms [10]. Strutting involves flaunting one’s knowledge or prior experience
in coding to imply superiority [9, 10]. Garvin and Barker observed that these behaviors are
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strategic — students use strutting to set themselves apart from their peers and establish
higher-level status in the class hierarchy [10]. Whether this is via asking questions that
advertise prior coding experience, correcting instructors, or simply hinting that the course
is easy [9, 10], students who strut “are perceived as dominant by faculty and other class-
mates” [10, p.14].
Dominating behaviors like strutting may seem impressive, but in reality they are disrup-
tive to class progression because they detract from the topic at hand [10]. Students who
strut often appear presumptuous or overzealous, but Garvin and Barker observed that some
students who boast their abilities are not always able to back up their knowledge in applied
situations. They specifically recount a student who, despite announcing he had past coding
experience, struggled to explain lecture concepts to his peers [10], signaling that his strutting
was merely pretense. Even so, strutting can induce feelings of anxiety when less experienced
students compare themselves to their more conspicuous peers.
Additionally, faculty members might unintentionally send the message that such behavior
is acceptable by responding positively to a strutting statement [10]. For example, engaging
with a question about a concept ahead of the curriculum or in a different coding language
might affirm the superiority of the strutting student. Consequently, students may incorrectly
conclude that lack of prior coding experience equates inferiority. Lewis et al. note that
previous coding experience is a prevalent metric that students use to self-assess their abilities
in CS [39]. Although prior experience may not dictate actual skill level in coding, strutting
invents an image of competence that can inflame feelings of uncertainty and incompetency
in less experienced coders. As a result, students without prior coding knowledge might feel
inferior to their peers and prematurely decide they are unsuited for CS.
3.2.3 Neutral behaviors discourage engagement and help-seeking
Neutral behavior is another communication pattern that generates feelings of inferiority
and apathy. Garvin and Barker define neutral behavior as a failure “to express concern for
the other interactants” [10, p.4] through the use of objective, distancing, and/or clinical
speech patterns that lack empathy. Neutrality in CS classrooms appears to be a key player
in establishing informal student hierarchies and strongly influences feelings of belonging.
Prior, survey-based research finds that neutral behaviors can predetermine expectations
for students in CS [9, 10]. For example, a teaching assistant who makes a definitive statement
about the homework — “It shouldn’t be too hard,” or “It should take you no more than an
hour to complete.” — is preemptively adjudicating the difficulty of the assignment without
regard for individual skill level, experience, and/or comfort with the content. Normalizing
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this behavior may dishearten students who struggle with the material and spend longer time
working on assignments.
Similarly, if an instructor dismisses a struggling student’s concerns about the difficulty of
the material, they imply that diligent students who pay attention in class will not experience
problems with the assignment [10]. In turn, this may discourage students from asking
questions for fear of being indirectly belittled. To frame the issue from a gendered lens,
Cohoon notes that “reluctance to ask questions in class inhibits women’s opportunities to
learn and raises self-doubt about their ability to complete their program” [34]. Failure
to acknowledge student struggles compromises the trust within the classroom, discourages
students from seeking help, and exacerbates academic isolation.
3.2.4 How defensive climates impact Asian American women
The isolated and impersonal classroom climate in CS discourages support-seeking and may
significantly influence Asian American women who wish to pursue computing as a career.
Defensive behaviors such as strutting and neutrality contribute to an unwelcoming and
asocial classroom atmosphere, negatively impacting lower reported levels of confidence about
learning in women [10]. Additionally, studies show that women’s confidence in CS degree
completion is strongly affected by mentorship, supportiveness of faculty, and relationships
with professors [34]. For Asian American women, the detached student-teacher relationships
in large CS courses may deter them early on from pursuing the field.
Defensive behaviors, when coupled with harmful stereotypes such as the fallacious archetype
and “hardcore” image of CS students, may also threaten Asian American women’s sense of
belonging. Lilly Irani claims that “social factors such as gendered self-presentation and
communication, rather than objective measures of ability, [play] a large role in developing
confidence” [38, p.195], suggesting that women’s perception of self within the field is key to
a sense of belonging. In particular, the gendered aspect of being “hardcore,” or extraordi-
narily devoted and focused on coding [38], narrows the archetype of a legitimate computer
scientist. According to Irani, there exists a hegemonic gender belief that being “hardcore”
is a masculine trait. Irani also claims that because men “spin their struggle into a rite of
passage and endurance” [38, p.197], women in computing will similarly strive to align with
the stereotype to demonstrate legitimacy. However, although extreme devotion to the field
does not necessarily equate skill or talent, Asian American women who feel they do not fit
the stereotypical mold of a CS student — the “hardcore” White, male archetype — might
consider themselves ill-suited to the field.
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3.3 BELONGING BEGINS AT HOME: THE IMPACT OF ASIAN FAMILY VALUES
3.3.1 Asian Americans, imposter phenomenon, and maladaptive perfectionism
There is a scene in the 1998 Walt Disney Mulan film that may strike the viewer as an
innocuous, humorous skit. “Dishonor!” exclaims Mushu, the little dragon. “Dishonor on
your whole family! Make a note of this: dishonor on you, dishonor on your cow...” Mushu’s
lines refer to the disgrace that will befall Mulan’s family should she be discovered to be
a woman posing as a man in the army, echoing a musical number from earlier in the film
declaring she shall bring honor to the family through marriage. But instead of becoming
the dutiful daughter, she takes her father’s place in the war and becomes a soldier — she
becomes an imposter [40].
While Mulan’s deception grows into a tale of bravery, hard work, and ingenuity, the comical
lines about bringing dishonor to the family may hit close to home for the children of Asian
immigrants. The components of chilly climates in CS and STEM may interact with and
even reciprocate ideologies engendered by Asian cultural values. Cokley et al. propose that
imposter phenomenon — feelings of intellectual “fraud” which cause reluctance to internalize
successes or attribute achievements to one’s own skill and intelligence — is salient among
certain ethnic minorities. Their findings reveal that Asian American students in particular
experience higher imposter feelings than other minority groups [12]. It is possible that
parental pressure results in Asian American students’ perception of themselves as “frauds”
because their self-evaluation seems inadequate compared to family expectations.
Asian American students’ propensity for maladaptive perfectionism [5, 12] further accen-
tuates the stresses generated by model minority stereotypes and high familial expectations.
Maladaptive perfectionism is described as “being overly critical of one’s own behavior and
concerned about others’ criticism and expectations” [41, p.151]. Yoon and Lau note that
Asian American students are more likely to exhibit maladaptive perfectionism; they tend
to feel more concerned about their mistakes and actions compared to their White peers [5],
possibly motivated by fear of failure to meet their parents’ expectations. This perceived
“failure” is analogous to Mulan’s “dishonor” in that the expectations are driven by a very
cultural and family-driven script. Subsequent sections will elaborate on how cultural values
contribute to maladaptive perfectionism.
3.3.2 Asian American parents and academic expectations
The lived experiences of first-generation Asian American immigrants may play a significant
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role in shaping their expectations of their children. These expectations may stem from family
histories and interactions with immigration, poverty, and other inequalities [30] and craft
an image of what “acceptable” career paths look like for their second-generation children.
Personal academic experiences may also influence expectations formed by Asian American
parents. In their study on high levels of achievement amongst Asian American students, Peng
and Wright find that “Asian American parents implicitly or explicitly set higher expectations
than all other parents and [provide] their children with more learning opportunities than
other minority parents” [13, p.350].
Furthermore, the study provides statistics comparing parents from different minority
groups and reveals that Asian American parents were more likely to have advanced uni-
versity degrees [13]. Over 22% of Asian American students’ parents had attained an ad-
vanced degree. Compared to 14% of White parents, 6% of Hispanic parents, 5% of Black
parents, and 4% of Native American parents [13], the frequency of Asian American parents
with university educations seems significantly high. Having earned an advanced degree, it
follows that Asian American parents might expect their children to match or exceed their
own education levels.
According to Peng and Wright, a greater percentage of Asian American parents push their
children to achieve a bachelor’s degree or higher [13]. They determined that while 62% of
White, 58% of Black, and 50% of Hispanic parents may expect their children to pursue an
advanced degree, approximately 80% of Asian American parents hold this educational ex-
pectation [13]. OiYan Poon’s conceptual framework on Asian American student experiences
helps contextualize the motivation behind these patterns of academic expectation. Accord-
ing to Poon, Asian American families might derive certainty from familiar career paths that
demonstrate proven means of providing economic and social status stability [30], suggesting
that they believe in higher education as a means of achieving these goals. Additionally, Asian
American parents may be attracted to the potential economic and social gains afforded by
pursuing a career in STEM and urge their children to choose a science major [30].
Even so, a parent’s expectations are not guaranteed to align with their child’s aspirations.
For example, a participant in Poon’s interviews remarks that despite his own interest in
STEM, he noticed that many of his Asian American peers did not share his passion and
likely ceded to family pressure. These students chose to major in areas that would likely
yield profitable career paths [30], which aligns with the concept that “utility,” or the value
a field provides to society or the individual [37], is a dominant factor influencing decision to
major. Although their desire for their children to become financially stable is understandable,
Asian American parents may inadvertently cause conflict with their children and pigeonhole
them into academic paths they are not completely satisfied with or comfortable in.
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3.3.3 Asian cultural values shape student choices and self-perception
Emphasis on interdependence in Asian culture may impose pressure to conform to family
expectations, contribute to feelings of pressure, and foster maladaptive perfectionism [5].
Interdependence involves an individual’s fealty to a collective, in which “self-regard becomes
tied to one’s ability to fulfill dependency bonds and obligations” [5, p.92]. For Asian
American students, the collective refers to their family, and their obligations lie within
living up to academic and vocational expectations.
Yoon and Lau reason that the emphasis on interdependence in Asian family culture,
coupled with Asian parents’ high academic expectations, contribute to maladaptive perfec-
tionism. Poor school performance “precipitates loss of face for the entire family” [5, p.93]
because one’s achievements belong not to the individual, but to the collective. In essence,
interdependence for Asian American students dictates that modern filial piety is fulfilled
through academic achievement. A culture of interdependence raises the stakes for perfor-
mance and conformity to family expectations and may provoke emotional distress [5]. Just
as in the Disney retelling of Mulan, Asian American students may feel they are in a position
to bring “honor” to the family through academics and career achievements, but there is
neither hide nor hair of heroic Disney magic here.
3.3.4 Asian family values and psychological well-being
Asian family values and expectations have been shown to have a significant impact on
psychological well-being. Studies show that interdependence and maladaptive perfectionism
may foster depressive symptoms such as “sadness, pessimism, and loss of energy” [5, p.94]
in Asian American college students. Researchers claim that those who engage more inti-
mately with collective Asian family values like interdependency and filial duty may be more
susceptible to depressive symptoms [5]. Yoon and Lau argue that in Asian parenting culture,
strict control and criticism are intended to be expressions of concern and support [5], but for
Asian American students living in a Western society, this style of guidance may feel stifling
or appear as rejection.
A study by Ruzek et al. finds that differences in adoption of European versus Asian
values lead to varying levels of anxiety and psychological distress. Table 3.1 lists values
that are broadly shared across many Asian or European cultures [6]. The study results
reveal that lower adoption of European values and frequent adhesion to Asian behaviors
lead Asian American university students to exhibit higher levels of anxiety, depression, and
psychological distress [6]. To explain this, Ruzek et al. reason that challenging one’s values
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Asian Values Western Values
Collectivism Individual self/individuality
Conformity to norms Mutuality in relationships
Deference to authority Flexible views on marriage and education
Emotional self-control, humility Assertiveness




Mastery over nature Harmony with nature
Table 3.1: Asian values versus Western/European values [6]
is a more grievous dilemma than adjusting one’s culture, an issue of acculturation versus
enculturation. Acculturation is described as the gradual adoption of foreign values and
enculturation is the process of incorporating/maintaining one’s ethnic cultural norms [6].
However, the second-generation immigrant experience does not fall neatly into these two
processes. Notably, this study by Ruzek et al. actively disclaims the suggestion that leaning
into a more European value system (while departing from Asian values) proffers a healthier
mental state [6]. However, I argue that characterizing cultural values as binary ideologies
that can dominate one another dismisses the concept that second generation Asian American
immigrants can successfully navigate both their indigenous and geographic cultures. While
acculturation and enculturation involve assimilating into the host culture and integrating
one’s own origins to become bicultural [6], I view this process as conception of a new culture
rather than accommodation. As a result, Asian American students must undertake the role
of navigating a novel culture unique to their lived experiences and cultural backgrounds.
However, developing new cultures and identities can be a strenuous and complex process.
Despite this, Asian Americans are less inclined to seek social support than other minority
groups, which researchers attribute to concerns about interdependence, parental expecta-
tions, and stigmas surrounding mental health [5, 6]. As a result, Asian American students
who struggle with interdependence and maladaptive perfectionism, both found to be possible
predictors of depression [5], may shy away from mental health resources despite undergoing
significant psychological stress.
Asian Americans who endorse or internalize positive Asian stereotypes through internal-
ized racialism exhibit more symptoms of psychological distress and tend to hold negative
attitudes towards seeking help [23]. This behavior may elicit negative self-assessment and
impact a sense of intellectual belonging. Gupta et al. note that internalized racialism may
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encourage Asian Americans to suppress or minimize symptoms of psychological distress,
such as anxiety and depression, and discourage them from help-seeking behaviors [23]. Prior
research even finds that Asian Americans tend to underutilize mental health resources, pos-
sibly due to the belief that psychological issues do not justify professional assistance the
way academic or career problems might [6]. This negative attitude towards help-seeking
may stem from the notion that relying on mental health services is a shameful last resort.
Moreover, Gupta et al. discuss how Asians consider family and friends to be the best first
sources for help [23], which is congruent with findings on Asian interdependency culture by
Yoon and Lau [5]. Despite their greater vulnerability to distress, internalized conflict over
parental pressures and model minority stereotypes cause Asian Americans to hesitate from
utilizing mental health resources.
3.3.5 Asian family values might reciprocate defensive CS climates
Affliction in one dimension begets distress in another — the parallels between Asian values
and archetypes in defensive CS climates demonstrate the possibility of an additive feedback
loop. CS students tend to measure their own performance in terms of prior experience,
assignment completion speed, and subsequent grades [39]. However, defensive behaviors like
strutting and neutrality may conflate these criteria with actual competency level and inflate
their importance as measures of achievement. Asian American students who have less expo-
sure to coding or find the coursework difficult may develop imposter feelings, maladaptive
perfectionism, and symptoms of psychological distress. This proves an even more troubling
dilemma for Asian American women, who clash with the White, male archetype of success
at several intersections.
In addition, Asian American students whose parents urged them to pursue CS may find
social hierarchies antagonistic to their growth and career path. For instance, “weeder”
courses are classes perceived to filter out students less suited to CS [38]. This commonplace
perception of CS as a major that “weeds out” less qualified students can reinforce the
pressure to perform and manifest or intensify imposter feelings, maladaptive perfectionism,
and psychological distress. It follows that Asian American students who correlate self-
worth with fulfilling parental expectations and performing well in academics may become
increasingly distraught about belonging in CS.
On the other hand, researchers observe that success is more swayed by the “ability to
cope with stress productively, rather than mastery of the material or prior experience” [38,
p.196]. Even so, given Asian American students’ reluctance to seek emotional counseling and
other mental health resources [6, 23], tackling the rigorous and “hardcore” CS culture [38]
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can be a tremendous challenge. Together with observed tendencies toward maladaptive
perfectionism and depressive symptoms, Asian family expectations and cultural values can
end up reciprocating unsupportive CS climates and barricading Asian American students’
growth.
3.4 OVERCOMING EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL BARRIERS
Asian American women occupy a unique space in the CS field and confront a social culture
that constantly thrusts clashing stereotypes upon them. They are neither White nor male —
an archetype that inaccurately embodies success [33] — and the racial and gendered biases
they encounter in modern day STEM have roots in American history [1, 3, 4]. These barriers
may magnify insecurities, obfuscate true measures of success, and be worsened by pressures
from within the home. Parental expectations and Asian family values have been observed
to exacerbate mental and emotional strain [5, 6, 23], adding another source of insecurity for
Asian American women in CS.
Empowering Asian American women in CS to confront and change these barriers poten-
tially involves increasing awareness of existing biases, unlearning and calling out microaggres-
sions, and recognizing the value of intersectionality. One major step towards inclusivity can
be through educating instructors, students, and families on how Asian American women’s
experiences with model minority stereotypes, cultural values, and racialized sexism are in-
terwoven with their sense of belonging and psychological well-being. Finally, equipping
students with more information on academic and mental health resources can help them
develop strategies to navigate and develop their identities. Later in Chapter 5, I explore
culturally relevant pedagogy as a framework to inform these developments.
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Chapter 4: Race and Gender in Computing
4.1 STATISTICS ON COMPUTING DEGREES
Looking purely at numbers, the high rates of matriculation and employment for Asian
American doctoral students in STEM portray an image of steady advancement for Asian
American women [16]. However, observing statistics alone can lead to inaccurate assump-
tions about representation and obscure the bamboo ceiling, which denotes the specific barriers
to advancement Asian Americans face in leadership and management [42]. Asian American
women in STEM are less represented in advanced academic faculty and industry management
positions compared to women in every other ethnic category [16]. This finding is particularly
interesting when compared to the number of Asian American women achieving computing
degrees in the United States. In this section, I analyze data from the Integrated Postsec-
ondary Education Data System (IPEDS) [14] and statistics on Asian American women’s
advancement in STEM [16] to address three research questions:
• RQ1: What is the racial/ethnic representation of women earning undergraduate com-
puting degrees in the U.S. between 2011 and 2019?
• RQ2: What is the representation of women earning undergraduate computing degrees
within each racial group in the U.S. between 2011 and 2019?
• RQ3: How does the representation of Asian American women earning undergraduate
computing degrees compare with their representation in advanced STEM positions?
4.2 DATA SOURCES
1. Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). The gender and
race statistics for BA/BS degrees in computing earned from 2011 to 2019 are gathered
and provided by IPEDS [14]. This data was accessed through the BPCnet Research
Portal interactive data visualization tool [15]. The BPCnet Resource Portal is a public
resource provided by the Computing Resource Association aimed at sharing diversity
initiatives within computing communities. The IPEDS programs and CIP (Classi-
fication of Instructional Programs) codes selected to calculate statistics were based
on programs offered at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. They include:
computer science (11.0701), other computer science and information systems (11.0199),
general computer engineering (14.0901), mathematics and CS (30.0801), and general
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management information systems (52.1201). Note that in some visualizations, I elect
to exclude IPEDS categories such as “unknown” and “two or more races” due to the
ambiguity of their ethnic makeup.
2. National Science Foundation (NSF). Data from the National Science Founda-
tion [19] on doctorate recipients in STEM and minority women in STEM are cited
and presented by Lilian Wu and Wei Jing [16]. They specifically aggregate data on
doctoral scientists and engineers in academic teaching faculty, academic leadership,
industry science and engineering management, and government science and engineer-
ing management. Lane et al. also cite the NSF as a source for their calculations on
representation in the CS workforce [19, 43].
3. U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Lane et al. [43]
calculate national Asian population (2019), overall labor force (2018), and CS labor
force (2017) statistics using public data from the U.S. Census Bureau [18] and Bureau
of Labor Statistics websites [17]. These statistics are then aggregated to show repre-
sentation in CS by race and gender in the United States. Note that when referring
to U.S. Census and labor statistics, I will follow the provided category conventions to
refer to different ethnic groups.
4. EducationData. The EducationData website provides data breakdowns and case
studies of U.S. education statistics through the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES) and the World Bank [44]. For this analysis, I look at Jaleesa Bustamante’s
collected data and case studies on international students attending U.S. universities,
including their top countries of origin and selected programs of study.
4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 RQ1: Racial/ethnic representation of women earning undergraduate computing
degrees in the US between 2011 and 2019
According to IPEDS data, approximately 6% of all computing degrees in the U.S. were
awarded to Asian women in 2019 (Table 4.1) [15]. This statistic has risen from 2% in 2011,
along with overall participation in computing within that span of time. Asian women are
consistently the second largest group of women behind White women. Figure 4.1 displays an
area graph representing the racial makeup of computing degrees awarded to women between
2011 and 2019.
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Figure 4.1: Racial makeup of computing degrees awarded to women in the United States
between 2011 and 2019 (from IPEDS [14, 15]).
Race/Ethnicity 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
American Indian or Alaska Native men 88 77 70 72 79 68 71 90 80
American Indian or Alaska Native women 12 15 20 22 18 16 16 22 21
Asian men 1780 2023 2441 2846 3349 4256 5409 6461 7310
Asian women 455 504 600 821 961 1371 1680 2206 2561
Black or African American men 1041 1103 1243 1230 1338 1406 1559 1830 1908
Black or African American women 470 512 498 498 497 510 540 617 704
Hispanic or Latino men 1436 1663 1863 2079 2363 2725 3374 3759 4335
Hispanic or Latino women 380 419 475 500 543 726 797 842 1001
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander men 30 35 55 53 44 54 47 54 50
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander women 10 10 9 18 4 9 17 13 17
Nonresident alien men 1066 1311 1354 1566 1834 2280 2821 3656 4128
Nonresident alien women 253 364 355 414 527 760 876 1282 1539
Two or more races men 186 278 373 557 677 977 1140 1277 1507
Two or more races women 28 72 100 135 195 273 314 409 421
Unknown men 906 893 869 916 941 1001 1091 1059 1279
Unknown women 144 156 165 181 200 232 228 260 317
White men 10542 11180 11960 13385 14554 15649 17156 18736 19977
White women 1659 1671 1876 2190 2413 2797 3212 3491 3941
Total 20486 22286 24326 27483 30537 35110 40348 46064 51096
Table 4.1: National computing degrees awarded in the United States (from IPEDS [14, 15])
4.3.2 RQ2: Representation of women earning undergraduate computing degrees within
each racial group in the US between 2011 and 2019
Using data from IPEDS [14, 15], I calculated the gender ratios of computing degrees earned
between 2011 and 2019 (Table 4.2) and generated a line graph (Figure 4.2) representing the
amount of computing degrees awarded to women as a percentage of racial group totals.
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Figure 4.2: Amount of computing degrees awarded to women as a percentage of racial group
in the United States (calculated from IPEDS [14, 15]).
Percent Women 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
American Indian or Alaska Native 6% 10% 14% 13% 14% 13% 15% 14% 11%
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 19% 16% 4% 18% 4% 7% 16% 20% 27%
Nonresident Alien 18% 21% 19% 20% 22% 25% 24% 26% 28%
Asian 18% 20% 18% 22% 23% 24% 24% 25% 26%
Black 23% 23% 23% 25% 23% 22% 22% 23% 22%
Hispanic 13% 12% 12% 12% 13% 17% 16% 16% 17%
White 10% 10% 10% 11% 12% 13% 14% 14% 15%
Total Percent Women 13% 14% 13% 15% 15% 17% 18% 19% 20%
Table 4.2: Computing degrees awarded to women as a percentage of racial group in the
United States (from IPEDs [14, 15])
Gender percentages were calculated by taking the number of women of a single ethnic group
who achieved computing degrees out of the total achieved degrees in the same ethnic category.
Resulting calculations show that Asian American women comprised 18% of their ethnic
category in 2011, a number which rose to 26% by 2019.
For this visualization, I specifically chose not to include the “unknown” and “two or more
races” categories because the ethnicities included in these labels are not clear-cut. However,
while this can also be said of the nonresident alien group, according to Bustamante’s analysis,
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the highest populations of international students coming to the U.S. originate from China,
India, and South Korea. Additionally, Bustamante also reveals that the most popular fields
of study in 2019 included engineering, math, and computer science [44]. As a result, I found
this category noteworthy to include in this section.
4.3.3 RQ3: Representation of Asian American women earning undergraduate computing
degrees compared with representation in advanced STEM positions
Wu and Jing provide statistics that show the percentages of doctoral students in STEM
by race and gender. Below are salient statistics on Asian American women in each of the
vocational categories [16]. Asian American women comprise:
• 20.6% of tenured professors employed at 4-year colleges and universities.
• 9.3% of full professors employed at 4-year colleges and universities.
• 31.1% of all science and engineering doctoral graduates employed at 4-year colleges
and universities.
• 28.1% of scientist and engineer management roles within the government.
• 0.9% of scientist and engineer management roles within industry/business.
In the following section, I will discuss how these numbers contrast with the impression
of achievement created by the statistics on computing degrees earned by Asian American
women nationwide.
4.4 ANALYSIS
4.4.1 Advancement of Asian American Women in Computing
Asian American women are consistently the second largest group of women in CS be-
hind White women, attaining approximately 6% of all undergraduate computing degrees
in 2019 (Table 4.1). Though second in rank for women’s participation, Asian American
women struggle to match the advancement of not only their White counterparts but also
other women of color in STEM careers [16]. Graphics such as Figure 4.1 can be misleading
because the large area and near eclipse of other racial groups visually implies that Asian
American women are well-represented in the field of computing. However, Wu and Jing
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present statistics that convey otherwise [16]. Though the number of undergraduate comput-
ing degrees earned by Asian American women is greater than all other minority women and
rivals White women [14, 15], there appears to be a transitional disconnect with postgraduate
academia and careers in the workforce.
The items in Section 4.2.3 illustrate that Asian American women who are doctoral grad-
uates in STEM make up the smallest percentages of advanced teaching faculty, industry
managers, and government managers out of any race/ethnicity and gender [16]. At a glance,
these statistics appear at odds with percentages from U.S. Census and labor statistics. Ac-
cording to calculations by Lane et al. on population, CS education, and CS labor force
in the United States, Asian women make up 7.5% of the CS labor force [19, 43]. Taken
together with the number of Asian women achieving undergraduate computing degrees (ap-
proximately 6% in 2019) [15], these statistics suggest steady advancement from CS degree
programs into CS-related careers.
However, the bamboo ceiling is especially evident up the academic faculty and leadership
ladder. In particular, Wu and Jing note that remarkably few Asian Americans (0.9%) are
deans or department chairs at public and private colleges, while 5.8% are Black and 4.6% are
Hispanic [16]. They state that “the higher the rank the smaller the percentage of Asians in
the position” [16, p.84], evidenced by the decreasing percentage of Asian American women
in assistant professor (35%), associate professor (28%), and full professor (12%) positions.
A similar pattern arises upon closer inspection of industry leadership representation. In a
breakdown of industry/business employment positions by managerial status, Wu and Jing
report that Asian American women comprise 36.6% of non-managerial roles, 23.4% of man-
agers, and 16% of science and engineering managers. By comparison, 18.2% of Hispanic,
20.9% of White, and 45.5% of Black women occupy science and engineering management po-
sitions [16]. Unlike within non-STEM occupations, the percentage of Asian American women
in science and engineering roles is consistently lower than the percentage of women from other
ethnic groups [16], hinting at heightened bamboo ceiling effects specifically in STEM. Future
studies involving Asian American women’s experiences in academic, industrial, and govern-
ment workplaces may reveal more definitive insight into different and overlapping barriers
existing in each sector.
4.4.2 Gender Ratios in Computing Fields
Research on promoting racial diversity and female participation in computing is a point of
focus in CS education [33, 45]. Over the years, more and more women have begun achieving
computing degrees. IPEDs data shows that the number of overall computing degrees awarded
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nationally in 2019 is approximately 3.5 times greater than the number awarded in 2011 [14].
However, women achieve only a mere 20.0% of those degrees. While this is a noticeable
increase from the 13% reported in 2011, the staggering gender disparity is still significant,
especially when calculated per racial category. Figure 4.2 plots the amount of computing
degrees awarded to women as a percentage of total degrees per racial group over time. These
numbers represent gender ratios within each racial category rather than out of the national
total.
In general, there is a positive trend of increasing women’s participation over time among all
ethnic groups. IPEDS data reveals that White women experience the most disproportionate
gender gap in computing, which concurs with the stereotype of computing as an occupation
suited for only White men. The erratic pattern observed for native Hawaiian and other
Pacific Islander women is likely due to their relatively small numbers within the dataset.
Further analysis and extended research may provide more insight into the gender ratio
patterns of other ethnic groups, but for the sake of this paper, I will focus on Asian American
women.
Aggregate data of U.S. Census Bureau statistics reveals that Asian American women com-
prise 3.2% of the U.S. population, outnumbering Asian American men, who make up 2.9% of
the total [18, 43]. Yet, curiously, Asian American men make up 3.3% of the overall labor force
in the U.S compared to Asian American women at 3.0% [17, 43]. This disparity stretches
several times over when narrowed down to CS occupations, in which Asian American men
comprise 17.7% of the total CS labor force and Asian American women make up only 7.5%
[17, 43]. Out of all Asian Americans who achieved undergraduate computing degrees in 2019,
Asian American women only earned 26% of those degrees. Although this number has risen
from 20% in 2011 [14], the staggering disparities in general labor and CS-related statistics
re-emphasizes the bamboo ceiling curbing Asian American women’s growth. This might
raise questions concerning how the Model Minority Myth might benefit Asian American
men more than women [4], and how gender and race (the double bind) are at play within
the bamboo ceiling.
Increasing women’s participation in CS extends beyond balancing the gender ratio in
computing degrees achieved and general employment rates. Researchers acknowledge that
extant literature attempts to explain and remedy unbalanced diversity in CS [33], but the
next steps may involve taking a closer look at the unique career paths of each individual.
IPEDS statistics connote effects of inequity beyond the classroom, implying that harmful
archetypes and defensive climates may reach into academic leadership, industry, and gov-
ernment environments. The next section will explore how Asian American women perceive
degree of belonging within CS as a function of representation.
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4.4.3 Lack of representation discourages Asian American women from advancement
The statistics from the previous two sections reflect low advancement into high-level STEM
leadership and management [15, 16, 17, 18, 43], possibly explained by the degree to which
Asian American women feel they do or do not belong in their field. Given the combina-
tion of defensive climates, stereotypes of success in CS, and racialized microaggressions in
STEM [1, 9, 33], it makes sense that Asian American women might feel excluded or rejected
by computing careers.
Feelings of belonging in classroom settings have been described by researchers as a sense
of “being liked, respected, and valued by fellow students and by the teacher [46, p.21].
Belonging is related to persistence and engagement in school [37] and can be transferred
over into postgraduate workplaces. Asian American women might feel a sense of belonging
when their coworkers and managers respect their contributions to the organization. However,
gender bias, stereotypes, racialized microaggressions, and other hidden barriers may make
Asian American women feel less valued and jeopardize their sense of belonging.
A lack of presence in management and leadership positions [16], along with unbalanced
gender ratios in computing [15, 17, 43], suggest that sparse representation may contribute
to the bamboo ceiling. An image of isolation borne from seeing fewer people like themselves
might discourage Asian American women from pursuing CS careers or advancing into lead-
ership and management roles. This impression already exists in CS classrooms — female
participants in studies by Lewis et al. observe that a majority of their teaching assistants
are men. Moreover, some believe that in general, men tend to outperform women in CS
classes [37, 39]. Perception of CS as a male-dominated space can lead to self-doubt and
discourage Asian American women from pursuing the field. Three factors that Lewis et
al. attribute to students’ decision to study CS are ability, enjoyment, and fit [39]. Conse-
quently, the portrayal of computing as a field where very few Asian American women succeed
or progress can negatively impact personal perception of those three factors and possibly
lead to attrition from the major or warped career goals.
4.4.4 Representation is a key to a sense of belonging
Naturally, it follows that increasing Asian American women representation in CS leader-
ship and mentorship roles could bolster sense of belonging and reassurance. The observed
lack of female teaching assistants in CS [37] in conjunction with lower statistics for Asian
American women in positions of STEM leadership [16] signify that there is a need for more
Asian American women as role models and mentors. Apriceno et al. describe mentors as
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“relevant adults who provide guidance and advice and serve as models for success in their
field” [47, p.644] and claim that mentorship is crucial for providing guidance at critical junc-
tures such as academic challenges and transitions to new environments. For Asian American
women pursuing careers in CS, this means that continued mentorship and guidance from
other Asian American women as they graduate and seek work in computing is imperative.
Meeting women who are leaders and mentors in computing with similar racial and cul-
tural backgrounds can help solidify CS as a welcoming and encouraging career choice. This
resonance is evident in a study by Ashcraft et al. on COMPUGIRLS, a technology pro-
gram for girls in under-resourced districts. Prior research reveals that girls who excel in
mathematics tend to pursue STEM fields with higher female representation [48], possibly
indicating a sense of comfort/belonging in seeing other women in the community. With
COMPUGIRLS, the researchers found that the students, mostly Black and Latina girls, re-
sponded with piqued interest and curiosity when the founder, a Black, middle-class woman,
greeted them at the start of the program to introduce the curriculum [49]. The students
gained enthusiasm and inspiration through seeing someone just like them in a position of
CS leadership and innovation.
Asian American women can reap the same inspiration and reaffirm their sense of belonging
through increased representation in advanced academic and professional roles. This means
that CS needs more Asian American women as teaching assistants, professors, academic
deans, and managers. By challenging and breaking through the bamboo ceiling, they can
inspire and be inspired by their fellow Asian American women.
4.5 CONSIDERATIONS AND KEY TAKEAWAYS
Before we can consider additional research questions and future studies based on CS
statistics, there are a number of factors we must take into consideration. First, due to the
limitations of the BPCnet statistics tool, I was only able to aggregate data by state and
university, limiting the number of programs to those offered at the chosen school. For the
sake of this paper, I chose to use the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign as the
basis of program selection. Ideally, a subsequent analysis should include all CS, computer
engineering, and information science programs nationwide or narrow down to just one.
Second, the imprecisions in racial categorization may obscure valuable insight into Asian
American women’s representation. The categories reported by IPEDS via BPCnet include
groups such as women of two or more races and nonresident aliens. The latter group contains
all international students, and both groups may include Asian women who experience the
barriers mentioned in this paper. Essentially, statistics produced by calculating solely based
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on monoracial categories for United States citizens are not indicative of a holistic depiction.
Third, further distinctions of race within the overarching Asian category can shed more
light on Asian women’s participation in CS and open up comparisons between Asian Amer-
ican, international Asian, and multiracial Asian students. Moreover, delineating Asian sub-
groups can generate additional research on varying economic outcomes, academic achieve-
ment levels, and professional advancement rates within different Asian communities. Delving
into cultural, familial, and socioeconomic differences between international Asian and Asian
American students could unveil the rationale behind international students’ substantial par-
ticipation in engineering, business, math, and CS programs [44]. Accordingly, to address the
variable needs and challenges of all Asian women in computing, research in this area must
take on a more precise lens.
Finally, we can start to better understand the barriers to advancement for Asian Amer-
ican women by breaking down and scrutinizing elements that mold the bamboo ceiling.
Researchers can ask questions about workplace climate, cultural and family values, and per-
sonal aspirations to learn how these factors impede or assist career advancement of Asian
American women into leadership and management roles. Extending and revisiting research
on defensive climates in CS classrooms in postgraduate professional contexts might reveal
salient differences and similarities that impact sense of belonging. From there, we can pin-
point negative elements that should be uprooted and cultivate a more inclusive, supportive
computing workplace for Asian American women.
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Chapter 5: Navigating Identity as an Asian American Woman in CS
A pedagogical framework is necessary in order for Asian American women to navigate
their intersectionality, challenge prevalent CS archetypes, and transform the field for future
computer scientists. Culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP) involves aligning curriculum and
teaching methodology “with students’ cultural backgrounds and experiences to promote
equitable learning outcomes” [45, p. 1]. Integrating CRP allows instructors to support
students in their identity development journey, address real-world issues of inequity, and
recognize students’ lived experience as an important aspect of an engaging education [45].
Such a framework could encourage Asian American women in computing to develop skills and
mindsets that enable them to reclaim their science identities and celebrate their cultures of
origin. This chapter will explore how CRP wields intersectionality as a lens for understanding
the gendered and racial experiences of Asian American women and serves as a useful scaffold
for improving inclusivity in CS.
5.1 CULTURALLY RELEVANT PEDAGOGY
5.1.1 Culturally responsive curriculum
Culturally relevant pedagogy involves designing curriculum to be culturally responsive or
culturally congruent [50]. This teaching methodology, often called culturally relevant teach-
ing (CRT), “acknowledges and infuses the culture of...students [of color] into the school
curriculum and makes meaningful connections with community cultures” [50, p. 49]. Cur-
riculum that recognizes diverse community cultures and varying socioeconomic backgrounds
can motivate instructors and students to learn, participate, and develop racial and cultural
competencies. The following list summarizes examples of racial and cultural competencies
from existing CRT research [51, 52, 53]:
• Crafting a learning community where cultural differences are valued assets and indi-
vidual heritage is respected.
• Challenging prejudice and stereotypes in the classroom and becoming agents of change
for academic equity and social justice.
• Utilizing cultural knowledge to better develop engaging/relevant curriculum, guide
educational climates, and strengthen relationships with students.
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CRT offers students a respectful and inclusive learning environment that embraces cultural
diversity as a strength. Geneva Gay describes cultural diversity as “a persistent, vitalizing
force in our personal and civic lives” [53, p.15] that has the potential to bolster teaching
effectiveness and academic success. Additionally, CRT can stimulate interest in learning.
According to Young et al., interest and competence can be cultivated through meaningful
connections to lived experiences, which leads to higher recruitment and retention of gifted
girls of color [48]. It follows that CS classrooms can utilize CRT as a tool to energize and
engage a diverse student body, providing a pedagogical framework for developing students’
sense of belonging. The next section presents applications of CRT in computing education.
5.1.2 Culturally responsive teaching in computer science
CRT can potentially transform CS teaching methodologies to be more inclusive by bringing
culturally relevant content into the curriculum and fostering discussion about inequalities and
intersectionality. Culturally responsive computing (CRC) [45] is used to describe computing
programs that align with students’ socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. In this section,
we visit examples of CRC that help students, especially women of color, begin connecting
to and reshaping preconceptions of their race, gender, and cultural backgrounds.
COMPUGIRLS is an example of a technology program that incorporates CRC into its
design and curriculum. Ashcraft et al. conducted an ethnographic study of two COMPU-
GIRLS cohorts, all girls of color from grades 8 to 12 [49]. During the study, students were
exposed to social discourse topics related to race and gender. Ashcraft et al. described the
initial atmosphere as awkward and hesitant, but as time went on, the topics were met with
growing enthusiasm and excited discussion. The girls used a method that the authors call
“shifting the spotlight” to bring in relevant anecdotes, explore their own experiences, and
digest the material [49]. The development of a more comfortable atmosphere demonstrates
that introducing topics relevant to lived experiences, gender, and race can elicit engaging
and eye-opening conversations amongst students.
While COMPUGIRLS cohorts consisted of mostly Black and Latina girls [49], the program
exemplifies how CRC can be used as a conduit between students, their lived experiences,
and relevant sociocultural issues. For Asian American women in CS, this might mean open-
ing up conversations to topics such as how their race and gender interact with the Model
Minority Myth, stereotypes of success, and racialized sexism. One such topic might be the
fallacious archetype of the model CS student [33] and how it imposes a double bind [7, 8] on
Asian American women. Empowering Asian American women to become more comfortable
discussing issues of inequity and intersectionality paves the way to community awareness
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and transformation. In doing so, we can open the door to various developments, expand
awareness of burdens specific to Asian American women, and create a comfortable, inclusive
environment.
5.1.3 CRC orients technology as a tool for social change for Asian American women
CRC facilitates student interaction with topics of social justice and helps them better
understand how their education can be applied to real-world issues [54]. Ashcraft et al.
emphasize that CRC focuses on “teaching underrepresented students how to create and
design new technologies that address community problems and social justice issues” [49,
p.236]. They refer to students who learn about and innovate technologies to combat social
injustices as technosocial change agents [49, 55], where technosocial change involves “[rec-
ognizing] the affordances and limitations of technology and how technology can be used for
social change” [55, p.63]. Encouraging students to question the purpose of and transform
technologies allows them to reconstruct their perception of self and how they are represented
in virtual and modern spaces [49, 55].
For Asian American women, becoming technosocial change agents might involve identify-
ing biases they experience directly in the CS field and becoming more comfortable discussing
issues of inequity and intersectionality. CRC can provide an entry point for Asian Amer-
ican women in CS to confront and educate others about racialized sexism, archetypes of
success, and the bamboo ceiling. Similarly to how COMPUGIRLS participants discussed
representation of Black and Latina women in media and technology [49], Asian American
women can examine historical and modern portrayals of Asian American women in regular
society, popular culture, and virtual spaces. By thoroughly grasping others’ perception of
them, Asian American women can determine the direction of their technosocial change.
In addition to thinking critically about and innovating technology, Asian American women
can also apply their insights to transform CS classrooms into more inclusive, diverse spaces.
Placing value in cultural diversity can diminish the notion that Asian American women do
not belong in computing. Notably, Ashcraft et al. recount how COMPUGIRLS participants
expressed comfort in seeing classmates who looked like them [49], demonstrating how in-
creasing representation can promote a sense of belonging. Boosting diversity would enable
CS classrooms to move towards the racial and cultural competencies embodied by CRP
— respecting individual heritage and valuing cultural differences [51, 52, 53] — which can
diminish the perception of CS as a White, male-dominated field and subvert the fallacious
archetype. With these objectives in mind, CRC can empower Asian American women to
become technosocial change agents who are able to reshape their preconceptions of self and
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dismantle harmful hierarchies in CS.
5.1.4 How CRC can help demolish harmful CS hierarchies
CRC can also become a transformative catalyst for CS to move away from defensive
climates and stereotypes of success. Aspects of defensive climates such as neutrality, asocial
behavior, and strutting tend to arise from impersonal classroom relationships [9]. However,
culturally relevant pedagogy fundamentally draws on connections between student identity
and curriculum [45, 50, 53]; these connections can help counterbalance defensive, impersonal
behaviors by respecting and engaging student identities.
Next, CRC can lay the groundwork for demolishing the stereotypical image of White men
as the most successful CS students through recognizing the value of diversity. According
to Michael Vavrus, culturally relevant teaching emerged from a debate about the perceived
academic merits or demerits of cultural and ethnic diversity [50]. Historical perception of
children of color as “culturally deficient, disadvantaged, or deprived” [50, p.53] was used
to advance White superiority by painting minority students’ family and community cultures
as demerits [50]. However, Vavrus remarks that this belief was built on Western values and
likely used to blame people of color for White economic and political shortcomings. Since
CRT was born from the contrasting belief that cultural diversity is an asset rather than
a deficit [50], incorporating its practices into CS might effectively challenge the fallacious
archetype.
5.1.5 Culturally relevant computing as an engagement tool
CS educators can boost creativity, enthusiasm, and engagement through CRC [54] by
utilizing culture as the nexus of lived experiences and learning. Eglash, Gilbert, and Foster
highlight four different approaches that incorporate cultural elements into curriculum [54]:
1. “Indigenous knowledge.” Drawing from traditional cultural practices to design
computing exercises can help students discover how their own interests align with
CS. For example, Eglash et al. reference educational simulations that model corn-
row hairstyles, Native American beadwork, and traditional African art as educational
assignments embedded with culture [54].
2. “Vernacular culture.” Eglash et al. describe vernacular culture as “popular activ-
ities that children from underrepresented ethnic groups feel some sense of ownership
or affinity toward” [54, p.35], such as rap music and dance for Black urban youth.
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Vernacular culture links applications of CS with culturally significant interests [54]
— in other words, it adds an element of fun that students can resonate with to the
curriculum.
3. “Civic culture.” Computing projects that contribute to improving or supporting
local communities can develop a sense of civic responsibility. Students can become
technosocial change agents [49] by addressing issues of social justice through comput-
ing.
4. “Appropriating Technology: Hacking Culture.” Students can “hack” into tech-
nology by taking existing applications, inventions, and platforms and transforming
them to solve different problems. Eglash et al. claim that “technologies can be reinter-
preted, repurposed, or reinvented by low-income or other disenfranchised groups” [54,
p.35] into more sustainable, self-empowering, and expressive solutions that engage with
the community.
To weave these approaches into their curriculum, instructors can compose technical prob-
lems with relevant statistics, create projects that interact with local communities, or propose
discussion and reflection questions to address social issues in class. For instance, the statis-
tics on Asian American women achieving computing degrees in the U.S. (Chapter 4) could be
a relevant and thought-provoking dataset for a coding assignment. Since prior studies have
focused on Black and Latinx students [49, 54], additional research should investigate how
CRC affects learning for Asian American women in CS. Additionally, future research could
explore applications of CRC specific to a subgroup within the Asian American community.
Overall, CRC offers a promising gateway to engaging Asian American women in CS with
their cultures, communities, and identities.
5.1.6 The role of faculty and mentors in CRC
Instructors and curricula that embrace CRC can help reconstruct defensive climates to be
more supportive, sympathetic, and welcoming of diversity. Researchers find that women in
CS feel less comfortable asking questions and less confident overall when faculty members
believe that diversity lowers student quality [33, 34], indicating that instructors can strongly
sway feelings of belonging. Culturally relevant teaching involves a “two-way communicative
process” that “calls on teachers to help students be active participants in the production and
acquisition of knowledge” [50, p.50]. In essence, teachers and students must work together
to create a meaningful learning environment [54]. Principles of CRT also encourage teachers
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to study inequities within academia that negatively affect learning to better understand and
guide their students [50]. Therefore, faculty are in the primary position to undertake the
pivotal role of assuring Asian American women and other women of color that the diversity
they bring to computing is indispensable and invaluable to the field.
However, the impact of instructors extends beyond reforming classroom climates. Men-
torship creates more mentors — an instructor’s guidance can foster the development and
career advancement of future faculty and leaders [56, 57]. Thus, mentors can be role models
of classroom behavior and examples of potential career paths. Instructors who integrate
CRC into their curriculum become nurturers for the next generation of computer scientists
and the diverse, inclusive environment they occupy. The next section explores how mentor-
ship can be elevated through increased representation and principles from culturally relevant
pedagogy.
5.2 ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN AND MENTORSHIP
A common thread among several studies on diversity and belonging involves mentorship.
Mentors can be distant role models, such as an industry leader in computing, or closer
connections such as professors, advisors, and mental health counselors. Extant literature
on mentorship identifies mentors as people who care for and connect to their mentees and
affirm their worth [56, 57]. Gloria Ladson-Billings suggests that mentors should meet the
following criteria [58, p.483]:
1. “An ability to develop students academically.”
2. “A willingness to nurture and support cultural competence.”
3. “Development of a sociopolitical or critical consciousness.”
This section will discuss how these criteria can shape mentorship for Asian American
women in CS.
5.2.1 Mentors can help Asian American women navigate academic and career paths
A mentor for Asian American women in CS should consider factors that contribute to
feelings of academic legitimacy, belonging, and confidence in order to better understand their
mentee and tailor their guidance. These factors may include barriers for Asian American
women such as racialized sexism, societal and familial expectations, and microaggressions [1,
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3, 4]. CS role models in academic settings, such as professors, academic counselors, and
teaching assistants, should strive to actualize racial and cultural competencies [51, 52, 53]
that cement Asian American women’s sense of belonging.
In other words, CS mentors can help counter uncertainties regarding gender and race
by steering Asian American women towards information and resources that can help them
reconcile their concerns about belonging. Most importantly, mentors can greatly impact
Asian American women’s sense of belonging by reassuring them that their intersectionality
is a valuable asset to the field of computing. Clashing with the fallacious archetype of a
wealthy, young White man [33] does not detract from one’s value as a computer scientist,
but instead adds an abundance of cultural knowledge.
However, every student’s journey is unique, and they will require mentorship that fits
their needs and goals. While this thesis centers CS as the primary stage for culturally
relevant pedagogy, it is also important to realize that CRP in academic mentorship may
lead some students to discover passions and potential career paths outside of computing.
Coethnic mentors can expose Asian American women to different career opportunities and
help “[negotiate] potential conflicts between family expectations and personal interests” [30,
p.512].
In summary, mentors can guide Asian American women to self-evaluate and determine
the sources of pressures that influence their academic decisions and mental health, and
eventually map out methods to navigate those pressures. Doing so may be challenging,
hence why mentorship to help discuss, digest, and discover the elements at play are crucial.
5.2.2 Mentorship that supports cultural diversity requires cultural diversity in mentorship
Recruiting Asian American women into computing, maintaining their motivation, and de-
veloping their aspirations are all heavily intertwined with their sense of belonging. However,
while teaching staff and academic counselors can move towards CRP and nurture cultural
diversity to promote feelings of belonging, diversifying the people in CS mentorship roles is
key to resonating with Asian American women.
The promise of mentorship with ethnically matched mentors [48] in computing could
inspire more Asian American women to pursue CS. Young et al. notice that a direct rela-
tionship exists between the lack of students of color in STEM and the low number of highly
qualified STEM teachers of color [48]. Additionally, they note that young women tend to
choose STEM fields where they perceive higher numbers of women scientists [48]. These
patterns suggest that for Asian American women in CS, feelings of reassurance and belong-
ing might arise from seeing their identities reflected in others. Moreover, Asian American
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women who observe other coethnic women succeeding in CS might become more comfort-
able, inspired, and enthusiastic. In summary, increasing the number of Asian American
women in CS mentorship roles can help others navigate their complex intersectionalities and
career goals.
5.2.3 Mentors as role models for social change
Finally, mentors must lead by example to realize change within academic environments.
School faculty are in the prime position to embody CRP through their words and actions.
Professors and teaching assistants should be trained to recognize bias, call out microaggres-
sions, and address defensive behaviors in CS. By rooting out biased beliefs and actions, the
community can build a more collaborative, respectful, diverse, and inclusive climate.
In Castro and Collins’ study, participants expressed appreciation for faculty members
that engaged productively with culprits of biased behavior [1]. Efforts by conscientious,
observant faculty to cull microaggressions and educate students about inequities in STEM
are key to building a more inclusive environment that ceases to feed negative or conflicting
preconceptions of identity and belonging. This could involve verbally calling out offensive
and/or sexual jokes, informing others when their actions or comments are inappropriate, and
validating Asian American women’s experiences with microaggressions. Ultimately, mentors
should help craft a safe environment for Asian American women to confide their concerns
and reaffirm their identities as scientists.
At the same time, academic administrators must recognize that more Asian American
women need to be recruited into CS faculty and academic leadership. Diversifying the
mentor pool is an immediate, tangible method of addressing the low rates of Asian American
women’s advancement into leadership and management positions [16]. In doing so, the
CS community can build an environment that celebrates Asian American women, their
individual identities, and the value they bring to computing.
5.3 EXPLORING THE NARRATIVE AS ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN
So far, we have explored external factors that influence Asian American women’s sense
of belonging. This final section will explore and unearth ways Asian American women can
shape their own identity and eventually forge their own definition of belonging. Castro and
Collins characterize identity for Asian American women in STEM in two parts: (1) who
the environment dictates they should be, and (2) who they want to become [1]. Using this
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description, I will identify how Asian American women can navigate from the first definition
of identity to the next.
5.3.1 Asian American women and their identities as computer scientists
The negative effects of stereotypes and defensive environments can sew seeds of self-doubt
and imposter feelings that need to be rooted out at the source, be it within oneself, one’s
family, or the academic environment. Developing self awareness is complex and taxing,
but many students prove to be contemplative and resilient about the challenges they face
regarding different intersectionalities. For example, a participant from Castro and Collins’
study acknowledges how she has grown over time. She admits that in the past, she was
a “self-hating” Asian who internalized biases and bought into model minority stereotypes,
but she eventually grew into a new mindset [1]. Likewise, with time and guidance, Asian
American women in CS can evolve their perspectives to actively recognize behavioral patterns
that sustain harmful biases and alter their preconceptions of self.
In the context of CS, transforming one’s mindset involves recognizing the fallacy in and
rejecting existing CS archetypes. This could be as simple as disliking the “hardcore,” asocial,
and singularly-focused stereotype of programmers [37, 38] and desiring a different lifestyle as
a computer scientist. In a study by Lewis et al., students describe occasionally disengaging
from schoolwork in favor of enjoying more flexible lifestyles as examples of how they do not
align with the stereotype of CS students as overly dedicated to coding [37]. In other words,
these students “‘don’t just sit in front of the computer all day’” [37, p.27].
While it seems obvious that students should enjoy their lives, stereotypes can still weigh
heavily on one’s sense of belonging. The prevailing, fallacious archetype of high achievers in
CS [33] constantly reminds Asian American women that they do not fit in computing because
they are neither White nor male. Yet, simultaneously, model minority stereotypes impose
expectations to excel in STEM [2]. Stuck between a rock and a hard place, Asian American
women must reject these confining stereotypes and envisage their own space where they can
take the time to self-reflect and understand the intersectional elements at play. From there,
Asian American women can acknowledge their current perceptions of self, begin gauging
potential self growth, and continue developing their science identities.
5.3.2 Navigating cultural and family expectations
Family expectations can be a tricky topic to address in Asian households. When nav-
igating stereotypes rooted in Asian family culture, Asian American students can possibly
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reconcile emotional and psychological distress by understanding the source of parental ex-
pectations while starting constructive dialogues with their family members. Specifically,
Asian American parents might become more accommodating to non-traditional career paths
and achieve mutual understanding with their children if students are able to change parental
attitudes towards success.
In one of Oiyan Poon’s interviews, a student speculates that friction with her mother re-
garding her atypical (non-STEM) career choice is likely due a difference in their fundamental
definitions of success [30]. Here, the mother’s definition of success is the belief that typical
(STEM) vocations can guarantee economic stability and prevent hardship; the daughter, on
the other hand, regards her interest and passion for her chosen area of study as success.
However, the student understands that though it may feel like disapproval, her mother is
probably trying to convey support. This student’s effort to understand the root of her fam-
ily’s expectations demonstrates that students can deduce the underlying motivation behind
parental pressures.
In another one of Poon’s interviews, a different student recounts how he was able to
reframe his parents’ assessment of his achievements in a positive light [30]. This student’s
parents were disappointed that instead of becoming a doctor, he studied film. When he
explained that the program was very competitive, his parents’ disappointment turned to
pride, illustrating how framing experiences in terms of productivity and achievement can
help Asian American families understand different definitions of success.
These are just two examples of how Asian American students can successfully navigate
parental expectations. Though they are not guaranteed methods to achieve mutual under-
standing or compromise, an empathetic approach can start valuable, productive conversa-
tions within the family. In short, students and family members alike must actively work
against the grain to inform one another about harmful stereotypes and explain varying
viewpoints. The foundations of culturally relevant pedagogy that imbue value in individual
identity must extend beyond the classroom and into the home — from teachers, to students,
to families.
5.3.3 Resources for Asian American women
Resources for Asian American women to better navigate harmful social hierarchies, fam-
ily/cultural expectations, and the double bind should be readily available in a number of
different forms. First, having more coethnic mentors who can lead both by example and by
wisdom would help Asian American women navigate academic environments, career aspects,
and family pressures. These mentors can vary from course instructors to academic advisors
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and Asian American alumni. Poon suggests that establishing relationships with role mod-
els in varying fields, especially those pursuing atypical careers, and developing partnerships
with alumni services can expose Asian American students to different vocational possibili-
ties [30]. Students may even receive advice on how to approach potential conflicts between
family expectations and individual aspirations [30]. Asian American mentorship and com-
munity resources can nurture cultural competence both at school and at home while allowing
Asian American women to develop their identities as computer scientists.
Next, mental health resources for Asian American women should also strive to fulfill
Ladson-Billings’ latter two criteria for mentorship: “a willingness to nurture and support
cultural competence” and “development of a sociopolitical or critical consciousness” [58,
p.483]. Ruzek et al. underlines how institutional barriers discourage Asian Americans from
utilizing mental health resources. Namely, they cite undertrained American healthcare work-
ers as a major deterrent [6]. For this reason, mental health professionals should be encouraged
to learn about and understand Asian American women’s struggles with intersectionality to
provide more holistic counseling.
To that end, having more Asian American women in the mental health field is equally im-
portant. Psychological counselors who can identify with the experiences of Asian American
women are well-suited to helping coethnic women become aware of how distinct elements
of their identity intertwine with each other and interact with social structures. Ultimately,
the hope is that increased representation in both academic mentorship and mental health
counseling can bolster Asian American women’s ability to find the right fit in their career
path and achieve a sense of belonging.
5.3.4 Asian American women as leaders of social change in CS
Finally, what can Asian American women do with a better understanding of their identities
as computer scientists? Perhaps they can reshape potentially negative formations of self
into positive perspectives or become mentors for other Asian American women. They may
address issues of racism beyond solely anti-Asian sentiment and join other minority women
to restructure existing paradigms in CS. Castro and Collins advocate for a focus on diversity
of culture and environment during reconstruction of science spaces. Campus leadership,
faculty, research and teaching assistants, etc. all have a responsibility to spot and stamp out
microaggressions and other biased behaviors [1]. Castro and Collins declare the following
about STEM curricula and environments:
In order for the dominant reality to stop oppressing those at the margins, there
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must be a profound recognition and valuing of the creativity, genius, and cultural
wealth brought by the intersections of people who have been minoritized [1, p.55].
With this declaration in mind, it is equally important for both the community and Asian
American women to acknowledge and value their individual worth as computer scientists.
Self-affirmation can empower Asian American women to build self-confidence, confront chal-
lenges, and discover passions within the field. They can educate their family and peers and
ultimately attain a true sense of belonging. Down the line, they might go on to become role
models for others just like them, using opportunities such as workshops, alumni events, club
activities, and more to connect with mentees. In finding individual sense of belonging, Asian
American women can pave the way to unraveling the chilly climate of computer science and
weave a more inclusive, diverse, and welcoming community.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The computer science field is often shaped by paradigms that echo racial and gendered
stereotypes. This thesis has explored many unique, yet overlapping corners of identity for
Asian American women in CS, including race, gender, and cultural/family values. In the
end, identity cannot be simplified into singular traits or forced into a box — rather, Asian
American women should be empowered to celebrate the rich, multidimensional perspective
they can bring to computing.
In order to reshape CS into a more diverse and inclusive field, we must expose areas of in-
equity and biased behavior. Leaders and teachers in computing education should emphasize
and educate others about the topics addressed in this thesis:
• Recognizing the harm of model minority stereotyping. Generalizing Asian
Americans with the Model Minority Myth is harmful in several ways. First, it rein-
forces the fixed notion that Asian Americans are naturally gifted in STEM fields [2] —
in other words, their intelligence is assumed to be a product of their race. Second, it
glorifies Asian Americans as monolithically successful; thus, the expectation that they
will be both academically and economically exceptional [2, 11, 29] generates undue
pressure to perform. Third, model minority stereotypes can diminish the struggles and
discount the academic efforts of individuals who do not align with those expectations,
especially amongst Asian American subgroups that face added barriers to education
and employment [1, 2]. Finally, the Model Minority Myth reinforces a larger schema
of alienation and exclusion [1]. Through racial triangulation, Asian Americans are
simultaneously lauded as more “model” than Native, Black, and Hispanic Americans
yet ostracized as more foreign [2, 26]. Academic leaders, faculty, researchers, and stu-
dents should strive to unlearn the harmful social hierarchy instilled by model minority
stereotypes.
• Calling out microaggressions and harmful archetypes in CS. Microaggressions
that insinuate Asian American women are less capable and do not belong in science are
often subtle and even normalized [1, 59]. Comments and attitudes that appear friendly
or helpful on the surface may actually undercut the value of Asian American women
in science settings, distinguishing them as less valuable than their White, male peers.
As a result, Asian American women may develop “self-hating” behaviors — actions
that serve to distance themselves from fellow Asian American women [1], likely as a
mechanism to dissociate from unfavorable stereotypes about gender and race. Faculty
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and students alike should strive to recognize and unlearn behaviors and stereotypes
that typecast scientific legitimacy by race and gender.
• Culling defensive behaviors in CS classrooms. Defensive behaviors contribute to
impersonal, competitive, and guarded atmospheres in CS classrooms [9, 10]. Students
who “strut” to show off their coding knowledge construct a social hierarchy [9, 10].
Consequently, students with less experience or who struggle with their coursework
may feel anxious or inferior. Moreover, engagement and help-seeking are discouraged
through neutral behaviors, usually speech patterns that invoke objectivity, apathy,
or lack of concern [9, 10]. These defensive behaviors are sometimes normalized and
even reinforced in classrooms [9, 10]; thus, instructors and teaching assistants should
undergo training to better respond to and avoid defensive behaviors in CS.
• Propagating and incorporating principles of culturally relevant pedagogy
into and beyond academics. Culturally relevant pedagogy involves achieving cul-
tural and racial competencies that support, value, and celebrate aspects of students’
intersectionality [51, 52, 53]. These competencies are principles that instructors can
use as a framework for building a more inclusive, engaging education [45]. Additionally,
I argue that alongside teachers, mental healthcare professionals and family members
of Asian American women can also benefit from this framework. Diversity training to
develop cultural knowledge of Asian American women’s identity and experiences can
allow academic mentors and mental health counselors to better support students as
they navigate important vocational choices and family expectations. Family members
can use these competencies to engage, converse, and strengthen relationships with their
children, ultimately aiming to open up productive conversations about the meaning of
success for their Asian American daughters.
• Encouraging Asian American women to become role models and mentors.
Asian American women can help shape a more inclusive, welcoming space in CS educa-
tion for other coethnic women by undertaking mentorship roles within teaching staff,
clubs, alumni organizations, and other groups on campus. As mentors, they can nur-
ture racial and cultural competencies, connect to other coethnic students, and affirm
Asian American women’s worth as budding computer scientists. Overall, an inclusive
environment can help recruit and retain more underrepresented minorities [59], yield
more creativity, and overturn the low rates of professional advancement [16] for Asian
American women. By increasing representation, we can craft a sense of belonging and
legitimacy for other Asian American women interested in computer science.
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Asian American women are in a position to marshal reform within the computing field,
and the CS community has a duty to reciprocate the movement towards inclusivity. Rather
than sustaining a climate where Asian American women must expend energy on simply “sur-
viving” within science [59], we must push for an environment that allows them to dedicate
that energy to problem-solving, innovation, and education. Furthermore, by persevering and
refusing to let negative experiences deter them from showcasing their talents and flourishing
within their fields, Asian American women can challenge both internal and external narra-
tives designed against them. So, to my fellow Asian American women in computer science
and STEM — the next time you hear about “bringing honor,” remember that this honor is
the treasure trove of creativity, innovation, culture, and intellect that is uniquely your own.
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